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Press release 
 
Ruins were once synonymous with transience. They symbolised the cycle in which nature reclaimed 
everything that man wrested from her. Diderot described this in 1767: “The ideas ruins awaken in me are 
big. Everything comes to nothing, everything perishes, everything passes. Only the world remains. Only 
time endures.” Worldwide political instability and omnipresent media images of destruction practically 
deliver ruins right to our door. This makes the question of their concrete causes increasingly relevant—a 
question that runs throughout the exhibition. 
 
Ruins are direct traces of political conflicts. This is symbolised by today’s ruins in Aleppo and other places 
in the Middle East. Economic crises often result in ruined buildings at unfinished construction sites. 
Industrialisation has left behind many ruined landscapes such as open coal mines and devastated oil fields. 
Many temporary ruins arise simply through urban change. For instance, in recent decades in Germany, 
many more buildings have fallen victim to the wrecking ball than during the two world wars. These 
different causes and manifestations of ruins are reflected in multifaceted ways by the artists in the 
exhibition. 
 
The often ruinous effects of economic speculation in today’s urban development are also apparent in 
Clemens Botho Goldbach’s extensive research on ruins. Goldbach updates the tradition of artificial ruins 
in landscape gardens. In his project EURUIN, he examines the historical architectural motifs depicted on 
the euro banknotes. He reproduced the hybrid portico architectures that adorn the fifty-euro note with 
plywood in large scale—not least a reference to the fragility of the European Union’s “political building”. 
 
Francis Alÿs’s film The Silence of Ani takes us beyond the borders of Europe into eastern Turkey. It was 
created in the ruins of the former Armenian capital Ani, which has been abandoned for more than three 
centuries. The black-and-white images of a picturesque landscape are full of subtle, poetic allusions to the 
continuing cultural and military conflicts there. 
 
Morehshin Allahyari’s project Material Speculation: Isis is based on the reconstruction of cultural 
treasures destroyed by the so-called Islamic State. Her objects created with a 3D printer cannot replace the 
lost originals, but they are a suggestion of how cultural memory could be preserved at least with digital 
means. 
 
Gordon Matta-Clark’s work represents an important point of reference for nearly every artist who deals 
with ruins in contemporary times. With his “Cuttings” made in the 1970s, Matta-Clark sought not least to 
protest against the “containerisation” of living space in contemporary urban development. The exhibition 
will feature the film about his New York project Day’s End and photographs of his Paris intervention 
Conical Intersect. 
 
 
 



 

Due to the sudden economic collapse of entire branches of the economy in Asia at the end of the 1990s, 
many construction projects have remained unfinished, which Manit Sriwanichpoom captured in haunting 
black-and-white photographs. His series The Bloodless War, part of which recreates well-known 
photographs from the Vietnam War, presents a juxtaposition of economic and military wars. 
 
The Japanese architect Arata Isozaki demonstrates that ruins are not only relics of the past, but can also 
point to the future. The atomic destruction of Hiroshima, which he experienced as a young boy, shaped his 
awareness of the ultimate fragility of the built world. His “ruin trauma” also spurred him to show his own 
architectural designs in an imaginary ruinous state. 
 
House of Ruins. Dwelling on the Contemporary Globe by Dorothee Albrecht draws connections between 
ruins from different times, cultures, and places: images of the extensive destruction in World War II or 
present-day ruins in Syria are juxtaposed with the destructive effects of brown coal mining, nuclear 
accidents, and natural disasters. The result is a space spanning different places and times which emerges 
from the possibility of recombining the remains and rubble from very different regions. 
 
Robert Smithson visited the relics of the Mayan culture in Yucatán, Mexico—along with Matta Clark, a 
second reference point for today’s ruin aesthetics in art. Katya Gardea Browne follows Smithson’s 
footsteps, while also highlighting the direct confrontation of ancient cities with modern Mexico. The recent 
earthquake that the artist experienced herself in Mexico City also left seismographic traces in her 
installation Culture Ruin as World Atlas – Aztec Gold, which makes use of a rich variety of materials. 
 
Ryuji Miyamoto offers a direct portrayal of the ruinous consequences of an earthquake. The famous 
photographs that he took in the Japanese city of Kobe, which was devastated by an earthquake in 1995, do 
not shy away from the drama of the natural disaster, which claimed 5500 lives, but nonetheless show a 
fascinating aesthetic beauty. The British art historian Brian Dillon notes in the exhibition catalogue that to 
him they sometimes even recall Gordon Matta-Clark’s artworks. 
 
The boulders that Marike Schuurman photographed with an instant camera for her series Kohle recall 
many of the towns that were forced to give way to brown coal mines in the Lausitz region of eastern 
Germany. Alongside these, the ruined landscapes produced by open-pit mining seem to dissolve into their 
abstract structures. 
 
 
The exhibition was curated by Julia Höner and Ludwig Seyfarth. 
A catalogue has been published by Kerber Verlag. 
 
The exhibition at the KINDL – Centre for Contemporary Art is supported by the Kingdom of the 
Netherlands. 


